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Cobordism obstructions to independent vector fields
Marcel Bo¨kstedt, Johan Dupont, and Anne Marie Svane
Abstract
We define an invariant for the existence of r pointwise linearly independent
sections in the tangent bundle of a closed manifold. For low values of r, explicit
computations of the homotopy groups of certain Thom spectra combined with
classical obstruction theory identifies this invariant as the top obstruction to
the existence of the desired sections. In particular, this shows that the top
obstruction is an invariant of the underlying manifold in these cases, which is
not true in general. The invariant is related to cobordism theory and this gives
rise to an identification of the invariant in terms of well-known invariants. As a
corollary to the computations, we can also compute low-dimensional homotopy
groups of the Thom spectra considered in [8].
1 Introduction
Given a smooth compact connected oriented d-dimensional manifold M , it is a clas-
sical problem to determine the maximal number of pointwise linearly independent
tangent vector fields on M . The solution is only known for a small number of vector
fields or certain nice classes of manifolds, see e.g. [20] for an overview. Some of the
best known results were given by Atiyah and Dupont in [2] and [6], in which they
find the complete conditions for the existence of up to three independent vector
fields. In this paper, we are going to try a refinement of their approach.
We will assume that M allows r vector fields s = {s1, . . . , sr} with only finitely
many singularities. This is in general a non-trivial assumption. One way of ensuring
this is by assuming that M is (r − 2)-connected and
wd−r+1(TM) = 0 if d− r odd,
δ∗wd−r(TM) = 0 if d− r even.
Here wi(TM) is the ith Stiefel–Whitney class of the tangent bundle and δ
∗ is the
Bockstein map δ∗ : Hd−r(M ;Z/2) → Hd−r+1(M ;Z). The obstruction to the exis-
tence of r vector fields with only finitely many singularities is described in general
in [19].
Choose small disjoint disks Di around each singularity. By a Gram–Schmidt
argument, we may assume that the vector fields are orthonormal on the boundary
∂Di. Since the tangent bundle is trivial over each Di, the vector fields define maps
si : ∂Di → Vd,r
where Vd,r is the Stiefel manifold consisting of r-tuples of orthonormal vectors in R
d.
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Definition 1.1. The index of s is defined to be
Ind(s) =
∑
i
[si] ∈ pid−1(Vd,r).
This is the top obstruction to the existence of r independent vector fields in
the sense of [19]. That is, if Ind(s) = 0, then r independent vector fields do exist.
However, Ind(s) is not an invariant. It depends on the chosen s. Hence it may be
non-zero even though M does allow r independent vector fields. The goal of this
paper is to find conditions under which the index is an invariant of M . In this case,
the desired vector fields exist if and only if Ind(s) vanishes.
For r = 1 it was shown by Hopf in [10] that Ind(s) = χ(M) is the Euler charac-
teristic. Atiyah and Dupont showed that the index is always an invariant for r ≤ 3.
For r = 2, 3, they identified the index as follows:
d mod 4 Ind(s)
0 χ⊕ 12(σ + χ) ∈ Z⊕ Z/ar
1 χR ∈ Z/2
2 χ ∈ Z
3 0
Table 1: Ind(s) for r = 3.
Here a2 = 2 and a3 = 4. Moreover, χR(M) ∈ Z/2 is the real Kervaire semi-
characteristic given by ∑
k
dimRH
2k(M ;R) mod 2, (1)
and σ(M) is the signature of the quadratic form on H
d
2 (M ;R) defined by Poincare´
duality.
The idea of Atiyah and Dupont in [2] and [6] is to define a homomorphism
θ˜tr : pid−1(Vd,r)→ KR
t(tHr)
such that θ˜tr(Ind(s)) is an invariant of M . Hence injectivity of θ˜
t
r would imply that
also Ind(s) were an invariant. They prove that θ˜tr is indeed injective for r ≤ 3.
More precisely, they define a characteristic class
α˜td,r(E, s) ∈ KR
t(iE|X−Y × tHr)
for a vector bundle E → X with r sections s = {s1, . . . , sr} given on a subcomplex
Y ⊆ X. Here KR-theory is K-theory of spaces with involution, and iE denotes
E with the involution given in each fiber by x 7→ −x. Moreover, tHr denotes the
sum of t copies of the Hopf bundle over the projective space RP r−1 where t is any
number such that 4 divides d+ t.
For X =M an oriented manifold with boundary Y = ∂M , the image θ˜tr(Ind(s))
is the index Ind(α˜td,r(TM, s)) of this characteristic class. This depends only on the
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sections restricted to the boundary. In particular, it is the desired global invariant
if the boundary is empty. The Atiyah–Singer index theorem applies to give the
identification of this invariant displayed in Table 1.
Following Atiyah and Dupont closely, we set up similar invariants in Section 2.
We replace KR-theory by another generalized cohomology theory defined by certain
spectra MT (d, r). These spectra, which go back to an old unpublished note by the
second author, are relative versions of the spectra MT (d) studied in [8] and used by
these authors in their well-known work on mapping class groups.
Again we define characteristic classes, global invariants, and a map θr. At the
end of the section, we show that θ˜tr factors as θ˜
t
r = Ψ ◦ θ
r for some map Ψ. Thus
our invariants are refinements of the Atiyah–Dupont invariants, and we shall see in
Theorem 4.15 that they do carry strictly more information. The downside is that
they are much harder to compute.
The computation of the homotopy groups piq(MT (d, r)) for low values of r and
q is the topic of Section 3. These homotopy groups have an interesting periodicity
property which is also useful for computations. We prove this in Section 3.3. The
results allow us to derive the injectivity results about θr in Theorem 3.21.
For closed manifolds, our invariants are actually Reinhart cobordism invariants,
see [18]. The relation to cobordism theory is studied further in Section 4. The
computations of Section 3 allow us to perform low-dimensional computations of the
homotopy groups of MT (d). As a corollary, we obtain an identification of the global
invariant for r = 4.
We summarize our main results in the following:
Theorem 1.2. Assume r < d2 . If M is oriented of even dimension d and r = 4, 5
or 6, then the index is an invariant of M . In this case,
Ind(s) = χ(M) ∈ Z
for d ≡ 2 mod 4, and for d ≡ 0 mod 4,
Ind(s) = χ(M)⊕
1
2
(χ(M) + σ(M)) ∈ Z⊕ Z/8.
If M has a spin structure, the index is an invariant for r ≤ 6 and, if d is even, also
for r = 7.
This follows from Theorem 2.19, 3.21, and 4.15 and Corollary 3.31 below.
2 Construction of the invariants
We begin this section by introducing the spectra MT (d, r) in Section 2.1. The
characteristic class is constructed in Section 2.2, and in Section 2.3, we define the
global invariant and give a geometric interpretation in the special case of closed
manifolds. Then in Section 2.4, we construct the map θr and show how it relates the
index to the global invariants. We also derive some first injectivity results. Finally
in Section 2.5, we relate the constructions to the ones of Atiyah and Dupont.
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2.1 A suitable spectrum
Let G(d, n) denote the Grassmannian consisting of d-dimensional subspaces of Rd+n.
Let Ud,n → G(d, n) be the vector bundle with fiber over a plane in G(d, n) consisting
of all points in that plane and with n-dimensional orthogonal complement U⊥d,n. Let
BO(d) = lim−→nG(d, n) be the classifying space for O(d) and Ud = lim−→n Ud,n the
universal bundle.
Define MTO(d) to be the spectrum with nth space
MTO(d)n = Th(U
⊥
d,n)
where Th(·) is the Thom space. The spectrum map ΣMTO(d)n → MTO(d)n+1
is induced by the inclusion G(d, n) → G(d, n + 1) taking a d-plane P ⊆ Rn+d to
0⊕P ⊆ R1+n+d as follows: The restriction of U⊥d,n+1 to G(d, n) is R⊕U
⊥
d,n, defining
an inclusion
ΣTh(U⊥d,n) = Th(R⊕ U
⊥
d,n)→ Th(U
⊥
d,n+1). (2)
Under the inclusion G(d− r, n)→ G(d, n) mapping a (d− r)-plane P to P ⊕Rr
in Rn+d−r ⊕Rr, the pullback of U⊥d,n is U
⊥
d−r,n. This yields a map
MTO(d− r)n →MTO(d)n (3)
commuting with (2) and thus defining a map of spectra.
Definition 2.1. Denote by MTO(d, r) the cofiber of (3), i.e. the spectrum with nth
space
MTO(d, r)n = Th(U
⊥
d,n)/Th(U
⊥
d−r,n).
Proposition 2.2. MTO(d, r) is (d− r)-connected of finite type.
Proof. With the cell structures given in [15], G(d, n) and G(d, n+1) share the same
n-skeleton, and since they are compact, all skeleta are finite. This shows the finite
type. Also, G(d − r, n) and G(d, n) share the same (d − r)-skeleton for n large, so
the quotient has no cells in dimensions less than or equal to d− r.
Remark 2.3. We may replace the Grassmann manifolds in the above construction
with oriented Grassmannians. This yields an oriented version of the spectrum, which
we denote by MTSO(d, r).
Another possibility is to look at a spin version of the spectrum. The sim-
ply connected double cover Spin(d) → SO(d) induces a fibration of classifying
spaces p : BSpin(d) → BSO(d). We get a filtration of BSpin(d) by the subspaces
p−1(G(d, n)). The universal bundle pulls back to a bundle p∗Ud,n → p
−1(G(d, n)).
The construction also works in this case, and the resulting spectra will be denoted
MTSpin(d, r).
Most constructions in the following work for all three spectra. In this case, we
simply write MT (d, r) for the spectrum and G(d, n) for the corresponding filtration
of the classifying space B(d).
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We now give a homotopy equivalent, and for some purposes more convenient,
construction of the spectrum. For a d-dimensional vector bundle E → X with inner
product, there is a fiber bundle
Vd,r → Vr(E)→ X.
The fiber over x ∈ X is the set of ordered r-tuples of orthonormal vetors in the
vector space Ex.
Similarly, there is a bundle Wr(E)→ X with fiber the cone on Vd,r. A point in
the fiber over x ∈ X may be interpreted as an r-tuple of orthogonal vectors v1, . . . , vr
in Ex of equal length 0 ≤ |v1| = · · · = |vr| ≤ 1.
There is an inclusion ηr : G(d− r, n)→ Vr(Ud,n) mapping the (d− r)-plane P to
P ⊕ Rr ⊆ Rn+d−r ⊕ Rr with the r standard basis vectors in 0 ⊕ Rr as the r-frame.
This can be extended to a section η : G(d, n) → Wr(Ud,n) such that the following
diagram commutes
Vr(Ud,n) Wr(Ud,n)
G(d− r, n)
ηr
G(d, n).
η (4)
The projections pWr : Wr(U
⊥
d,n)→ G(d, n) and pVr : Wr(U
⊥
d,n)→ G(d, n) induce
a commutative diagram of bundle maps over the diagram (4)
p∗VrU
⊥
d,n p
∗
Wr
U⊥d,n
U⊥d−r,n
ηr
U⊥d,n.
η
The Thom spaces Th(p∗WrU
⊥
d,n) and Th(p
∗
Vr
U⊥d,n) give rise to the spectraMT (d)Wr
and MT (d)Vr , respectively. Let MTV (d, r) denote the cofiber of the inclusion
MT (d)Vr →MT (d)Wr .
Theorem 2.4. In the map of cofibration sequences defined by η,
MT (d− r)
ηr
MT (d)
η
MT (d, r)
η¯
MT (d− r)Vr MT (d)Wr MTV (d, r),
(5)
all vertical maps are homotopy equivalences.
Proof. The section η : G(d, n)→Wr(Ud,n) is a homotopy inverse of pWr , so it clearly
induces a homotopy equivalence MT (d)→MT (d)Wr .
Consider the fibration
G(d − r, n)
ηr
−→ Vr(Ud,n)→ Vn+d,r.
A point in Vr(Ud,n) is a plane P ⊆ R
n+d with r orthonormal vectors. The last map
just forgets P . Since Vn+d,r is (n+d−r−1)-connected, the pair (Vr(Ud,n), G(d−r, n))
is also (n+ d− r − 1)-connected.
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It follows that the pair (Th(p∗VrU
⊥
d,n),Th(U
⊥
d−r,n)) is (2n+ d− r − 1)-connected.
Letting n tend to infinity, we get isomorphisms of homotopy groups
ηr∗ : pi∗(MT (d− r))→ pi∗(MT (d)Vr ).
Thus ηr is a homotopy equivalence of spectra.
From the long exact sequences of homotopy groups for cofibrations of spectra
applied to (5), we see that also η¯ induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups and
thus is a homotopy equivalence.
Given two spectra X and Y , let [X,Y ] denote the abelian group of homotopy
classes of spectrum maps f : X → Y .
Corollary 2.5. If X is any spectrum, there is an isomorphism
η¯∗ : [X,MT (d, r)] → [X,MTV (d, r)].
For r = 1, MTV (d, 1) has a simple description, namely,
Th(p∗W1U
⊥
d,n)/Th(p
∗
V1
U⊥d,n)
∼= Th(U⊥d,n ⊕ Ud,n) = Th(G(d, n) × R
n+d).
From this we derive the following properties of MT (d, 1):
Proposition 2.6. There is an isomorphism
piq(MTV (d, 1)) ∼= pi
s
q(S
d)⊕ pisq−d(B(d)).
The map induced by
c : Th(G(d, n) × Rn+d)→ Th(pt× Rn+d)
is the projection onto the first direct summand. In particular, c induces an isomor-
phism
c∗ : piq(MTO(d, 1))→ pi
s
q(S
d)
for q ≤ d.
For MTSO(d, 1), the last statement holds for q ≤ d+1, and for MTSpin(d, 1),
it is true for q ≤ d+ 3.
Proof. The first two claims follow because Th(G(d, n)×Rn+d) is homotopy equiva-
lent to Sd+n ∨ Σn+dG(d, n), and under this equivalence, c corresponds to the map
that collapses Σn+dG(d, n).
Since BO(d) is connected, BSO(d) is simply connected, and BSpin(d) is 3-
connected, c∗ is an isomorphism in the dimensions claimed.
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2.2 The characteristic class
We are now ready to introduce the characteristic classes promised in the introduc-
tion. The constructions work for both MTO, MTSO, and MTSpin. In the latter
two cases, we implicitly assume that all bundles involved have an orientation or a
spin structure, respectively.
Suppose we are given a d-dimensional vector bundle E → X over a compact q-
dimensional CW complex X and r independent sections over a subcomplex Y ⊆ X.
Choose a classifying map ξ : X → G(d, n) and an isomorphism E ∼= ξ∗Ud,n. This
defines an inner product on E. After applying the Gram–Schmidt process, the
sections define a map Y → Vr(E). Extend this to a map
s : (X,Y )→ (Wr(E), Vr(E)). (6)
The bundle map E → Ud,n induces a map
(Wr(E), Vr(E))→ (Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n)). (7)
Let N ∼= ξ∗U⊥d,n be an n-dimensional complement of E and let pWr(E) :Wr(E)→ X
and pVr(E) : Vr(E) → X be the projections. Then there are bundle maps covering
(6) and (7)
(N,N|Y )→ (p
∗
Wr(E)
N, p∗Vr(E)N)→ (p
∗
WrU
⊥
d,n, p
∗
VrU
⊥
d,n), (8)
inducing a map of Thom spaces
(Th(N),Th(N|Y ))→ (MT (d)Wr ,n,MT (d)Vr ,n). (9)
Definition 2.7. The map (9) defines a characteristic class
αr(E, s) ∈ [Σ∞−nTh(N)/Th(N|Y ),MTV (d, r)] ∼=MT
n
d,r(Th(N),Th(N|Y )).
Here MT ∗d,r(−) is the generalized cohomology theory with coefficients in MT (d, r)
and the isomorphism is given by Corollary 2.5.
It is easy to check that αr(E, s) is independent of the choices made and only
depends on s|Y up to homotopy of maps Y → Vr(E).
The given section s : Y → Vr(E) defines an isomorphism E|Y ∼= E
′⊕Rr for some
(d − r)-dimensional bundle E′. Choose a classifying map ξ|Y : Y → G(d − r, n) for
E′. This extends to a classifying map ξ : X → G(d, n) for E. To see this, choose any
classifying map ξ′ for E. Then ξ′|Y is homotopic to ξ|Y , and the homotopy extension
property yields the desired map.
For such a classifying map,
Vr(E)
ξ¯
Vr(Ud,n)
Y
ξ
s
G(d− r, n)
ηr (10)
commutes. This yields an equivalent definition of the characteristic class.
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Proposition 2.8. For a classifying map ξ : X → G(d, n) such that (10) commutes
up to homotopy, αr(E, s) is represented in MT nd,r(Th(N),Th(N|Y )) by the map
(Th(N),Th(N|Y ))→ (Th(U
⊥
d,n),Th(U
⊥
d−r,n))
induced by ξ : (X,Y )→ (G(d, n), G(d − r, n)).
The following desirable properties of αr are immediate from the definition:
Proposition 2.9. If s extends to r independent sections on all of X, then αr(E, s) is
zero. The characteristic class is natural with respect to maps f : (X,Y )→ (X ′, Y ′)
in the sense that f∗(αr(E, s)) = αr(f∗E, f∗s) for any bundle E → X ′.
2.3 The global invariant
We now specialize to the case where E = TM is the tangent bundle of a smooth
manifold M and Y = ∂M is the boundary. The fundamental class [M,∂M ] in
pisn+d(Th(N)/Th(N|∂M )) is defined as follows. Embed ∂M in R
n+d−1, extend this
to an embedding of a collar ∂M × [0, 1] in Rn+d−1 × [0, 1], and extend further to
an embedding of M in Rn+d. Identify N with a tubular neighbourhood Nε ⊆ R
n+d
of M . Then the fundamental class is represented by the Pontryagin–Thom map
Sn+d → Th(N)/Th(N|∂M ) that collapses everything not in the interior of Nǫ to a
point.
Definition 2.10. IfM is a compact manifold with boundary ∂M and a given section
s : ∂M → Vr(TM)|∂M , then the evaluation of α
r(TM, s) on the fundamental class
defines an invariant depending only on the homotopy class of s
βr(M,s) = 〈αr(TM, s), [M,∂M ]〉 ∈MT−dd,r (S
0) ∼= pid(MT (d, r)).
This class may be represented by the composition of the Pontryagin–Thom map with
(9).
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the case where M is a closed mani-
fold, i.e. ∂M is empty. Since there is no dependence on s, βr(M,s) is an invariant
of M that vanishes if M allows r independent sections.
Definition 2.11. Let M be a closed manifold.
(i) Let βr(M) = 〈αr(TM), [M ]〉 ∈ pid(MT (d, r)) denote the global invariant for
M .
(ii) Let β(M) ∈ pid(MT (d)) be the class represented by the Pontryagin–Thom col-
lapse followed by the classifying map
Sn+d → Th(N)→MT (d)n.
The cofibration sequence MT (d − r) → MT (d)
jr
−→ MT (d, r) induces an exact
sequence
pid(MT (d − r))→ pid(MT (d))
jr∗
−−→ pid(MT (d, r)). (11)
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Note that βr(M) = jr∗(β(M)), so β(M) is in some sense the universal invariant.
Two closed d-dimensional manifoldsM and N are said to be Reinhart cobordant
if there is a compact manifold W with boundary the disjoint union of M and N
allowing a nowhere vanishing tangent vector field which is inward normal at M and
outward normal at N . The group of equivalence classes was determined in [18]. It is
well-known, see e.g. [4], that pid(MT (d)) is the Reinhart cobordism group and β(M)
represents the cobordism class of M .
The following geometric interpretation of the global invariant is shown in [4],
Corollary 4.6:
Proposition 2.12. βr is a Reinhart cobordism invariant and βr(M) = 0 if and
only if M is Reinhart cobordant to a manifold allowing r independent vector fields.
2.4 The local situation
Look at the bundle (Dq × Rd, Sq−1 × Rd). Given a section s : Sq−1 → Vd,r, the
above construction of the characteristic class αr(Dq × Rd, s) depends only on the
homotopy class of s, so we can make the following definition:
Definition 2.13. Let θr be the map
θr : piq−1(Vd,r)→MT
0
d,r(D
q, Sq−1) ∼= piq(MT (d, r))
given by
θr([s]) = αr(Dq × Rd, s).
Proposition 2.14. The map θr factors as the composition
piq−1(Vd,r)→ pi
s
q(ΣVd,r)
fθ∗−−→ piq(MTV (d, r))
where the first map is the map into the direct limit. This is an isomorphism for
q ≤ 2(d − r). The second map is induced by the map of Thom spaces over the
inclusion of a fiber
fθ : (Wr(R
d × pt), Vr(R
d × pt))→ (Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n)).
In particular, θr is a homomorphism.
Proof. Let s : Sq−1 → Vd,r be given and extend it to s : D
q → Vd,r by letting
s(x) = |x|s
(
x
|x|
)
. The map in (8) defining αr(Dq × Rd, s) is given on base spaces by
(Dq, Sq−1)
id×s
−−−→ (Dq ×Wr(R
d),Dq × Vr(R
d))
ξ
−→ (Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n)).
The classifying map ξ is constant, so this is the same as the composition
(Dq, Sq−1)
s
−→ (Wr(R
d), Vr(R
d))
fθ−→ (Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n)).
On quotients, the first map is the suspension Σs : ΣSq−1 → ΣVd,r, while the second
map is the inclusion of a fiber. Since Vd,r is (d − r − 1)-connected, the first map is
an isomorphism for q ≤ 2(d− r) by the Freudenthal suspension theorem.
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Proposition 2.15. Under the isomorphism of Proposition 2.6,
θ1 : piq−1(S
d−1)→ piq(MT (d, 1)) ∼= pi
s
q(S
d)⊕ pisq(Σ
dB(d))
is the map into the first summand.
Proof. Since θ1 factors as in Proposition 2.14 and the composition
Σn+1(Sd−1)
fθ−→MTV (d, 1)n ∼= Th(G(d, n) × R
d+n)→ Sd+n
is the identity, this follows from Proposition 2.6.
Proposition 2.16. For all 0 ≤ k ≤ r ≤ d, there is a cofibration sequence
MT (d− r + k, k)→MT (d, r)→MT (d, r − k).
The following diagram of long exact sequences commutes for q < 2(d− r):
piq(MT (d− r + k, k)) piq(MT (d, r)) piq(MT (d, r − k))
piq−1(Vd−r+k,k)
θk
piq−1(Vd,r)
θr
piq−1(Vd,r−k)
θr−k
.
The lower row is the long exact sequence for the fibration
Vd−r+k,k → Vd,r → Vd,r−k
where the first map adds the last r−k standard basis vectors to a k-frame as the last
vectors in the frame and the second map forgets the first k vectors of an r-frame.
Proof. The cofibration is obvious from the definitions.
By Proposition 2.14, the groups in the lower row may be replaced by the stable
homotopy groups when q ≤ 2(d − r). The map η¯ from Theorem 2.4 defines a map
of pairs
(MT (d, r),MT (d − r + k, k))→ (MTV (d, r),MTV (d− r + k, k)).
To see this, it is enough to check that the diagram
(G(d− r + k, n), G(d − r, n))
η
(Wk(Ud−r+k,n), Vk(Ud−r+k,n))
(G(d, n), G(d − r, n))
η
(Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n))
(12)
commutes up to homotopy. This is straightforward. Thus the upper row may be
replaced by the long exact sequence for the pair (MTV (d, r),MTV (d− r + k, k)).
The following map of long exact sequences is induced by fθ:
piq(MTV (d− r + k, k)) piq(MTV (d, r)) piq(MTV (d, r)/MTV (d− r + k, k))
pisq(ΣVd−r+k,k)
fθ∗
pisq(ΣVd,r)
fθ∗
pisq(ΣVd,r/ΣVd−r+k,k).
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By the above, it is enough to see that the last vertical map is actually θr−k under
the isomorphism for q < 2(d− r),
pisq(ΣVd,r/ΣVd−r+k,k)→ pi
s
q(ΣVd,r−k).
Again this follows by checking the definitions.
We now return to the vector field problem. Consider a compact connected
oriented d-dimensional manifold M with tangent bundle TM and a given section
s : M → Wr(M) with only finitely many singularities x1, . . . , xm in the interior of
M . Choose small disjoint disks Dj around each xj. Then the index was defined in
the introduction by
Ind(s) =
m∑
j=1
[s|∂Dj ] ∈ pid−1(Vd,r).
The map θr relates the index to the global invariant:
Theorem 2.17. The following formula holds in pid(MT (d, r)):
βr(M,s) =
m∑
j=1
θr([s|∂Dj ]) = θ
r(Ind(s)).
In particular when M is closed, the right hand side is independent of s.
Proof. We may assume that the sections are orthonormal on Y = M −
⋃
j int(Dj).
Then the map (8) defining αr(TM, s|∂M ) factors as
Th(N)/Th(N|∂M )→ Th(N)/Th(N|Y ) =
∨
j
Sn+dj →MT (d, r)n.
On each Sn+dj , the last map is fθ ◦Σ
n+1s|∂Dj . The Pontryagin–Thom map
Sn+d → Th(N)/Th(N|∂M )→ Th(N)/Th(N|Y ) =
∨
j
Sn+dj
is just the pinching map, so the composition is the sum of the θr([s|∂Dj ]).
Remark 2.18. For r = 1 and M closed, this is a classical result. It is shown in [3]
that the degree of the composition
Sn+d → Th(N)→ Th(M × Rn+d)→ Sn+d
equals the Euler characteristic χ(M), which is the index when r = 1. This is also
true if M is not orientable. In the construction of β1, we have just factored the last
map through Th(G(d, n) × Rn+d).
For a closed manifold M , Theorem 2.17 shows that θr(Ind(s)) depends only on
M . In particular, injectivity of θr implies that also Ind(s) is an invariant. The
following injectivity results are immediate from the definitions:
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Theorem 2.19. θ1 is injective for all q < 2(d− 1). Assume q < 2(d− r)− 1. Then
θr : piq−1(Vd,r)→ piq(MTO(d, r))
is an isomorphism for q ≤ d − r + 1. For MTSO(d, r), it is an isomorphism for
q ≤ d − r + 2, and for MTSpin(d, r), it is an isomorphism for q ≤ d − r + 4 and
injective for q ≤ d− r + 6.
Proof. For r = 1, injectivity follows from Proposition 2.15, and the isomorphism
statements follow from Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.6.
The case of a general r follows from the diagram in Proposition 2.16 with k = 1,
piq(MT (d− r + 1, 1)) piq(MT (d, r)) piq(MT (d, r − 1))
piq−1(S
d−r)
θ1
piq−1(Vd,r)
θr
piq−1(Vd,r−1)
θr−1
,
using the result for r = 1, induction on r, and the 5-lemma.
Since piq−1(S
d−r) = 0 when q = d − r + 5 or q = d − r + 6, the above diagram
becomes
piq(MTSpin(d, r)) piq(MTSpin(d, r − 1))
0 piq−1(Vd,r)
θr
piq−1(Vd,r−1)
θr−1 (13)
in the spin case. If θr−1 is injective, then so is θr.
Remark 2.20. A d-dimensional bundle E → X restricted to a q-cell is isomorphic
to Dq × Rd. Given s : ∂D → Vd,r, [s] ∈ piq−1(Vd,r) is the obstruction to extending s
over the whole cell. Therefore, the maps
θr : piq−1(Vd,r)→ piq(MT (d, r))
for q < d may be useful when dealing with lower obstructions. A similar idea was
succesfully applied in [6] to determine the lower obstructions when r ≤ 3. However,
we have not investigated this further.
2.5 Relation to the Atiyah-Dupont invariants
Let E → X be an oriented vector bundle with a section s : Y → Vr(E) given on
Y ⊆ X. In [2], Atiyah and Dupont defined a characteristic class
α˜td,r(E, s) ∈ KR
t(iE|(X−Y ) × tHr).
This class is natural with respect to bundle maps. In particular, there is a universal
class
α˜td,r ∈ lim←−
n
KRt(iUd,n|(G(d,n)−G(d−r,n)) × tHr)
such that the characteristic class for any other bundle is the pullback of this class
by the classifying map.
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Let N be an n-dimensional complement of E. We want to define a map
Ψ :MTSOn−qd,r (Th(N),Th(N|Y ))→ KR
t−q(iE|(X−Y ) × tHr). (14)
For this, let
f : Σq Th(N)/Th(N|Y )→MT (d, r)n
be any map. Let id,n : Ud,n → Ud be the inclusion. Then
i∗d,n(α˜
t
d,r) ∈ KR
t(iUd,n|(G(d,n)−G(d−r,n)) × tHr).
There is a Thom isomorphism
KRt(iE|(X−Y ) × tHr) ∼= KR
t((iE ⊕ iN ⊕N)|(X−Y ) × tHr)
= KRt+n+d(N|(X−Y ) × tHr),
so we have a diagram where φ1, φ2 are Thom isomorphisms
KRt−q(iE|(X−Y ) × tHr)
φ2
KRt+n+d−q(N|(X−Y ) × tHr)
KRt(iUd,n|(G(d,n)−G(d−r,n)) × tHr)
φ1
KRt+n+d(U⊥
d,n|(G(d,n)−G(d−r,n)) × tHr).
f∗
Now define
Ψ([f ]) = φ−12 ◦ f
∗ ◦ φ1(i
∗
d,n(α˜
t
d,r)) ∈ KR
t−q(iE|(X−Y ) × tHr).
Obviously, if f comes from a classifying map ξ : (X,Y )→ (G(d, n), G(d − r, n)) for
E, then by naturality of the Thom isomorphism, we get:
Proposition 2.21.
Ψ(αr(E, s)) = ξ∗(i∗d,n(α˜
t
d,r)) = α˜
t
d,r(E, s).
Thus αr(E, s) is in some sense a refinement of the characteristic class defined by
Atiyah and Dupont. The special case (X,Y ) = (Dq, Sq−1) yields:
Theorem 2.22. The map θ˜tr constructed in [2] factors as the composition
piq−1(Vd,r)
θr
−→ piq(MTSO(d, r))
Ψ
−→ KRt−q(tHr).
In particular, our θr may throw away less information about the index than θ˜tr
does. The injectivity results for θ˜tr given in [2], Proposition 5.6, imply:
Corollary 2.23. θr : piq−1(Vd,r) → piq(MTSO(d, r)) is injective for q ≤ d − r + 3
and d ≥ r+3. Moreover, θ5 : pid−1(Vd,5)→ pid(MTSO(d, 5)) is injective when 8 | d.
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3 Low-dimensional calculations
Having set up the invariants in the previous section, we now look for conditions
under which the map
θr : piq−1(Vd,r)→ piq(MT (d, r))
is injective. The groups piq−1(Vd,r) have been calculated in [16] for r ≤ 6. The
purpose of this section is to compute the homotopy groups piq(MT (d, r)) and use
this to show injectivity of θr for certain values of q, d, and r.
The computations are carried out by means of the Adams spectral sequence.
Therefore we recall this and its basic properties we need in Section 3.1. The input
for the spectral sequence is the cohomology of MT (d, r), so we determine this in
Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we prove a periodicity property for the spectraMT (d, r)
that will come in handy. The actual computations are performed in the oriented
case in Section 3.4 and the unoriented case in Section 3.5. In the spin case, the
cohomology considerations are a bit more complicated. We consider this case in
Section 3.6.
3.1 The Adams spectral sequence
If X is a spectrum of finite type, H∗(X;Z/p) ∼= lim←−n H˜
∗+n(Xn;Z/p) is a module
over the mod p Steenrod algebra Ap in the obvious way. Based on this module
structure, the Adams spectral sequence computes the p-primary part of pi∗(X), i.e.
pi∗(X) divided out by torsion elements of order prime to p:
Theorem 3.1. For a connective spectrum of finite type, there is a natural spectral
sequence {Es,tk , dk} with differentials dk : E
s,t
k → E
s+r,t+r−1
k such that:
(i) Es,t2 = Ext
s,t
Ap
(H∗(X;Z/p),Z/p).
(ii) There is a filtration
· · · ⊆ F s+1,t+1 ⊆ F s,t ⊆ · · · ⊆ F 0,t−s = pit−s(X)
such that Es,t∞ = F s,t/F s+1,t+1.
(iii)
⋂
k F
s+k,t+k is the subgroup of pit−s(X) consisting of elements of finite order
prime to p.
See e.g. [9] for the construction.
Exts,tAp(H
∗(X;Z/p),Z/p) is defined as follows. Take a resolution of H∗(X;Z/p),
i.e. an exact sequence
0← H∗(X;Z/p)← F0 ← F1 ← F2 ← · · ·
where each Fs is a free Ap-module. Then apply the functor Hom
t
Ap(−,Z/p), i.e.
homomorphisms to the Ap-module Z/p that lower degree by t. The homology of
this dual complex at Fs is Ext
s,t
Ap
(H∗(X;Z/p),Z/p).
Naturality means that a map f : X → Y induces a filtration preserving map
f∗ : H∗(Y ;Z/p) → H∗(X;Z/p). The extension to a map of resolutions defines a
map of spectral sequences.
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There is a pairing
Exts,tAp(Z/p,Z/p)⊗ Ext
s′,t′
Ap
(H∗(X;Z/p),Z/p)→ Exts+s
′,t+t′
Ap
(H∗(X;Z/p),Z/p)
defined algebraically using resolutions. This induces a product
E¯s,tk ⊗ E
s′,t′
k → E
s+s′,t+t′
k
where E¯ denotes the spectral sequence for the sphere spectrum. The product con-
verges to the composition product
pis∗(S
0)⊗ pi∗(X)→ pi∗(X).
That is, the composition product respects the filtrations given by the spectral se-
quences and the induced product on E∞ agrees with the one coming from the product
on the spectral sequences. The differentials behave nicely on products:
dk(xy) = xdk(y) + (−1)
t−sdk(x)y.
See [14] for a more detailed explanation of this product.
We are mainly interested in the elements h0 ∈ Ext
1,1
Ap
(Z/p,Z/p) corresponding
to a degree p map and h1 ∈ Ext
1,2
Ap
(Z/2,Z/2) corresponding to the Hopf map. If
x ∈ Es,t2 represents some map in pit−s(X), h0x represents p times this map, provided
that it survives to E∞. Similarly, h1x corresponds to the map composed with the
Hopf map. This way, the product will allow us to determine extensions.
3.2 Cohomology of the spectrum
Since the input for the Adams spectral sequence is the cohomology structure of
MT (d, r), we first compute this. We start out by recalling the cohomology of Grass-
mannians. A good reference for this is [15].
For a d-dimensional vector bundle p : E → X, there is a Thom isomorphism
φ : H∗(X;Z/2)→ H˜∗+d(Th(E);Z/2)
with Thom class u ∈ Hd(Th(E);Z/2).
Definition 3.2. Let wi(E) ∈ H
i(X;Z/2) be the class φ−1(Sqi(u)). This is called
the ith Stiefel–Whitney class of E.
Let wi denote the ith Stiefel–Whitney class for the universal bundle Ud → BO(d),
and let R[x1, . . . , xk] denote the polynomial algebra over the ring R on generators
xi of degree i.
Theorem 3.3.
H∗(BO(d);Z/2) ∼= Z/2[w1, . . . , wd]
H∗(BSO(d);Z/2) ∼= Z/2[w2, . . . , wd].
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The restriction H∗(B(d);Z/2) → H∗(G(d, n);Z/2) is surjective in both the oriented
and unoriented case with kernel the ideal generated by the classes
w¯n+1, w¯n+2, . . .
characterized by w¯0 = 1 and ∑
j
wjw¯i−j = 1.
Theorem 3.4. Let F denote one of the fields Q and Z/p for p an odd prime. Then
H∗(BO(d);F ) ∼= F [p1, . . . , p[ d
2
]].
Here pi ∈ H
4i(BO(d);F ) are the Pontryagin classes for the universal bundle. For
x ∈ R, [x] denotes the integer part of x.
When d is odd, BSO(d)→ BO(d) induces an isomorphism on cohomology with
coefficients in F . For d even,
H∗(BSO(d);F ) ∼= F [p1, . . . , p d
2
, ed]/〈e
2
d − p d
2
〉
where the pi are the Pontryagin classes for the oriented universal bundle Ud and ed
is the Euler class in Hd(BSO(d);F ) for Ud, satisfying the relation e
2
d = p d
2
.
We are now ready to describe the cohomology of the spectra MT (d, r). Unless
otherwise specified, everything works for both the oriented and unoriented spectrum.
We first consider cohomology with Z/2 coefficients understood. The group
Hk(MT (d)) is given by lim
←−n
H˜k+n(Th(U⊥d,n)). Each bundle U
⊥
d,n has a Thom class
u¯n ∈ H
n(Th(U⊥d,n)), defining a stable Thom class u¯ in H
0(MT (d)). There is a Thom
isomorphism given by cup product with u¯
φ : H∗(B(d))→ H∗(MT (d)).
Hence H∗(MT (d)) is the free module over H∗(B(d)) generated by u¯.
Theorem 3.5. The map induced by the quotient
H∗(MT (d, r))→ H∗(MT (d))
is injective with image the H∗(B(d))-submodule generated by φ(wd−r+1), . . . , φ(wd).
Proof. There is a long exact sequence
· · · → H∗(BO(d), BO(d − r))→ H∗(BO(d))→ H∗(BO(d− r))→ · · · .
By Theorem 3.3 and naturality of the Stiefel–Whitney classes, the map
H∗(BO(d))→ H∗(BO(d− r))
is the surjection
Z/2[w1, . . . , wd]→ Z/2[w1, . . . , wd−r].
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Thus H∗(BO(d), BO(d − r)) is the exactly the kernel, i.e. the ideal generated by
wd−r+1, . . . , wd.
For any n, the Thom isomorphism yields a commutative diagram
Hk(Th(U⊥d,n),Th(U
⊥
d−r,n)) H˜
k(Th(U⊥d,n)) H˜
k(Th(U⊥d−r,n))
Hk(G(d, n), G(d − r, n))
∼=
Hk(G(d, n))
∼=
Hk(G(d − r, n))
∼=
.
Letting n tend to infinity, the claim follows. The oriented case is similar.
The multiplication
H∗(B(d)) ⊗H∗(MT (d))→ H∗(MT (d))
is induced by the diagonal MT (d) → B(d)+ ∧ MT (d) where + is disjoint union
with a point. This takes MT (d − r) to B(d)+ ∧ MT (d − r). Hence there is a
diagonal MT (d, r) → B(d)+ ∧MT (d, r) inducing the H
∗(B(d))-module structure
on H∗(MT (d, r)). The diagram
MT (d, r) B(d)+ ∧MT (d, r)
Σ∞ΣVd,r
fθ
S0 ∧ Σ∞ΣVd,r
i∧fθ
shows that f∗θ : H
∗(MT (d, r)) → H∗(Σ∞ΣVd,r) is a homomorphism of H
∗(B(d))-
modules when H∗(Σ∞ΣVd,r) is given the trivial module structure.
Theorem 3.6. Assume k < 2(d− r). Then
H˜k(Vd,r) =


Z/2 if d− r ≤ k ≤ d− 1,
0 if k < d− r,
0 if d ≤ k.
The map
H∗(MT (d, r))
f∗
θ−→ H∗(Σ∞ΣVd,r)
is the H∗(B(d))-module homomorphism that takes φ(wk) ∈ H
k(MT (d, r)) to the
generator in Hk(ΣVd,r).
Proof. There is a 2(d − r)-connected map RP d−1/RP d−r−1 → Vd,r, see [11]. The
first claim follows from this.
It remains to determine f∗θ (φ(wk)). For r = 1, fθ is the inclusion
Σ∞+dS0 → Σ∞+dB(d)+.
This clearly induces an isomorphism on Hd, and the claim follows. For general r,
the claim follows from the diagram
H∗(MT (d, 1))
f∗
θ
H∗(MT (d, r))
f∗
θ
H∗(MT (d− 1, r − 1))
f∗
θ
H∗(ΣVd,1) H
∗(ΣVd,r) H
∗(ΣVd−1,r−1)
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by induction.
Let Cθ denote the cofiber of the inclusion of spectra
fθ : Σ
∞+1Vd,r −→MT (d, r). (15)
Corollary 3.7. The cofibration (15) induces an injective map
Hk(Cθ)→ H
k(MT (d, r))
for k ≤ 2(d − r) + 1. The image is the H∗(B(d))-submodule
H>0(B(d)) ·H∗(MT (d, r))
in dimensions k ≤ 2(d− r).
Proof. This follows from the long exact sequence in cohomology for the cofibra-
tion (15) and Theorem 3.6.
For the remainder of this section, let F be either Q or Z/p for p an odd prime. For
MTSO(d), there is again a Thom isomorphism φ on cohomology with coefficients
in F . This allows us to compute the cohomology groups.
Theorem 3.8. In dimensions ∗ ≤ 2(d− r) + 1, H∗(MTSO(d, r);F ) is isomorphic
to the free H∗(BSO(d);F )-module on generators
φ(δ(ed−r)) ∈ H
d−r+1(MTSO(d, r);F )
φ(e′d) ∈ H
d(MTSO(d, r);F ).
Here δ : Hd−r(BSO(d−r);F )→ Hd−r+1(BSO(d), BSO(d−r);F ) is the coboundary
map. Moreover, ed−r ∈ H
d−r(BSO(d − r);F ) is the Euler class and e′d maps to
the Euler class ed ∈ H
d(BSO(d);F ). These are zero exactly when d − r and d,
respectively, are odd.
Proof. The claim follows from the long exact sequence
→ H∗(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);F )→ H∗(BSO(d);F )→ H∗(BSO(d− r);F )→
since the Pontryagin classes pi ∈ H
4i(BSO(d);F ) map to the corresponding classes
in H4i(BSO(d− r);F ), ed maps to the Euler class for Ud−r⊕R
r, which is zero, and
ed−r is not in the image of H
∗(BSO(d);F ).
Theorem 3.9. Assume that k < 2(d − r).
H˜k(Vd,r;F ) =


F if k = d− r and d− r is even,
F if k = d− 1 and d is even,
0 otherwise.
The map f∗θ : H
∗(MTSO(d, r);F ) → H∗(ΣVd,r;F ) is the H
∗(BSO(d);F )-module
homomorphism taking φ(δ(ed−r)) to a generator of H
d−r+1(ΣVd,r;F ) and φ(e
′
d) to
a generator of Hd(ΣVd,r;F ).
Proof. The proof goes more or less as in the Z/2 case.
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3.3 A periodicity map
Let ar be the number given by the table
r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ar 1 2 4 4 8 8 8 8
(16)
for r ≤ 8, and in general by ar+8 = 16ar. The number ar+1 is the least integer such
that Rar+1 is a module over the Clifford algebra Clr. See [12] for details. In [1],
Adams related this number to the vector field problem as follows:
Theorem 3.10. Sd−1 allows r independent vector fields if and only if d is divisible
by ar+1.
If ar+1 | d, the vector fields may be constructed as follows: Let V be a d-
dimensional representation for Clr. This module restricts to a bilinear multiplication
Rr+1 × V → V such that if e0, . . . , er is the standard basis for R
r+1, e0 acts as the
identity and for a suitable inner product 〈·, ·〉 on V , 〈eix, ejx〉 = δij〈x, x〉 for all
x ∈ V , see [12]. In particular for x ∈ Sd−1, this means that x = e0x, . . . , erx are
orthonormal, i.e. e1x, . . . , erx define the desired vector fields.
We shall use this idea to construct a periodicity map. Let Rd+k = Rd ⊕ Rk
and assume ar | k. As above, there exists an orthogonal bilinear multiplication
Rr ×Rk → Rk. This defines a map
f0 : (Wd,r, Vd,r)× (D
k, Sk−1)→ (Wd+k,r, Vd+k,r) (17)
by
(v0, . . . , vr−1, x) 7→ (
√
1− |x|2v0 + e0x, . . . ,
√
1− |x|2vr−1 + er−1x).
Lemma 3.11. The map f0 : Σ
kΣVd,r → ΣVd+k,r in (17) is a (2(d − r) + k + 1)-
equivalence.
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on r. For r = 1, the map
(Dd, Sd−1)× (Dk, Sk−1)→ (Dd+k, Sd+k−1)
is given by
(x, y) 7→ (
√
1− |x|2y + x),
which is a homeomorphism Sd ∧ Sk → Sd+k.
More generally, look at the map g : Sd−r → Vd,r mapping v0 ∈ S
d−r to the
frame (v0, u1, . . . , ur−1) where u1, . . . , ur−1 are the first r− 1 standard basis vectors
in Rd and v0 ∈ R
d−r+1 is included in Rd = Rr−1 ⊕ Rd−r+1. The following diagram
commutes up to homotopy
ΣkΣSd−r
ΣkΣg
f0
ΣkΣVd,r
f0
ΣSd+k−r
Σg
ΣVd+k,r.
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A homotopy is given by applying to the (i+ 1)th vector the homotopy
F (x, v0, t) =
√
(1− t2)|x|2 + (1− |x|2)|v0|ui + teix. (18)
Both horizontal maps in the diagram induce isomorphisms on cohomology with Z/2
coefficients in dimension d− r + k + 1 and so does the f0 to the left, hence so must
the f0 to the right. Similarly, f0 induces an isomorphism on cohomology with Q
and Z/p coefficients in this dimension.
Consider the map h : Vd,r → Vd,r−1 that forgets the last vector. This is an
isomorphism on cohomology in dimension d− r + 1, . . . , 2(d − r). The diagram
Σk+1Vd,r
h
f0
Σk+1Vd,r−1
f0
ΣVd+k,r
h
ΣVd+k,r−1
commutes. Thus the left vertical map induces an isomorphism on cohomology in
dimensions d+ k − r + 2, . . . , 2(d − r) + k + 1, since the other three maps do so by
induction. Similarly with Q and Z/p coefficients.
By the universal coefficient theorem for homology, f0 also induces an isomor-
phism on homology with integer coefficients. So by the Whitehead theorem, the
map is a (2(d − r) + k + 1)-equivalence.
Since f0 is independent of the coordinates in R
d, it extends to a map
f : (Wr(Ud,n), Vr(Ud,n))× (D
k, Sk−1)→ (Wr(Ud+k,n), Vr(Ud+k,n))
given by
f(V, v1, . . . , vr, x) = (V ⊕ R
k,
√
1− |x|2v0 + e0x, . . . ,
√
1− |x|2vr−1 + er−1x).
This defines a map f :MTO(d, r)∧Sk →MTO(d+k, r). ForMTSO andMTSpin,
f is constructed similarly.
Theorem 3.12. For MTO and MTSO, the map f induces an isomorphism of
H∗(B(d+ k);Z/2)-modules
H∗+k(MT (d+ k, r);Z/2)→ H∗(MT (d, r);Z/2)
in dimensions ∗ ≤ 2(d− r+1). It takes the generators φ(wd+k−r+1), . . . , φ(wd+k) to
φ(wd−r+1), . . . , φ(wd). In the MTSO(d, r) case, f is a (2(d−r+1)+k)-equivalence.
In the following, φ(wi) ∈ H
i(MT (d, r);Z/2) will just be denoted by wi for sim-
plicity.
Proof. Consider the diagram
Σ∞+k+1Vd,r
fθ
f0
ΣkMT (d, r)
f
ΣkMT (d, r) ∧B(d)
f∧i
Σ∞+1Vd+k,r
fθ
MT (d+ k, r) MT (d+ k, r) ∧B(d+ k).
(19)
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By Theorem 3.5, H∗(MT (d+k, r);Z/2) is isomorphic to the free H∗(B(d+k);Z/2)-
module on generators wd+k−r+1, . . . , wd+k in dimensions ∗ < 2(d + k − r + 1) and
H∗(MT (d, r);Z/2) is the free H∗(B(d);Z/2)-module generated by wd−r+1, . . . , wd
up to dimension 2(d − r + 1). Moreover, i∗ : H∗(B(d + k);Z/2) → H∗(B(d);Z/2)
is an isomorphism up to dimension d, and f∗ respects the module structure by
the right hand side of the diagram. Thus we just need to check that f∗ maps
wd+k−r+1, . . . , wd+k to wd−r+1, . . . , wd.
It obviously takes wd+k−r+1 to wd−r+1 by the left hand side of the diagram. In
particular, this proves the claim for r = 1. For general r, it follows by induction and
the diagram
H∗(ΣkMT (d, r − 1);Z/2) H∗(ΣkMT (d, r);Z/2)
H∗(MT (d+ k, r − 1);Z/2)
f∗
H∗(MT (d+ k, r);Z/2).
f∗
In the oriented case, a similar argument shows that f∗ is a (2(d − r + 1) + k)-
equivalence on homology with Q and Z/p coefficients for p > 2. So by the universal
coefficient theorem, the same holds with integer coefficients. This implies that f is
a (2(d− r + 1) + k)-equivalence.
Theorem 3.12 and the diagram (19) implies:
Corollary 3.13. If ar | k, there is a commutative diagram
piq(ΣVd,r)
θr
f0∗
piq(MTSO(d, r))
f∗
piq+k(ΣVd+k,r)
θr
piq+k(MTSO(d+ k, r)).
For all q < 2(d− r + 1), the vertical maps are isomorphisms.
3.4 Calculations in the oriented case
We are now ready to calculate pi∗(MTSO(d, r)) in low dimensions. The input for the
Adams spectral sequence was Exts,tAp(H
∗(MTSO(d, r);Z/p),Z/p). We first describe
the action of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra A2 on H
∗(MTSO(d, r);Z/2). Through-
out this section, all cohomology groups have coefficients in Z/2 unless explicitly
indicated.
By Exercise 8-A in [15], theA2-action on wi ∈ H
i(BO(d)) is given by the formula
Sqk(wi) =
k∑
j=0
(
i− k + j − 1
j
)
wi+jwk−j. (20)
Together with the Cartan formula, this yields formulas for the A2-action on all of
H∗(BSO(d)). Consider the Thom isomorphism with Thom class u¯d
φ : H i(BSO(d))→ H i(MT (d)).
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It follows from Definition 3.2 of the Stiefel–Whitney classes that
Sq(φ(x)) = Sq(xu¯d) = Sq(x) Sq(u¯d) = φ(Sq(x)w(U
⊥
d ))
where Sq =
∑
Sqi denotes the total square, w =
∑
iwi is the total Stiefel–Whitney
class, and
w(U⊥d ) = lim←−
n
w(U⊥d,n) ∈ lim←−
n
H˜∗+n(Th(U⊥d,n))
∼= H∗(MT (d)).
This w(U⊥d ) must satisfy
w(Ud)w(U
⊥
d ) = 1,
so wi(U
⊥
d ) can be computed from w(Ud) inductively.
In this way, we obtain formulas for the Steenrod action on H∗(MTSO(d)), and
these formulas hold in H∗(MTSO(d, r)) as well by naturality.
The table below shows how A2 acts on H
∗(MTSO(d, r)) in low dimensions. The
middle column shows a Z/2-basis in each dimension and the right column shows how
A2 acts on these basis elements.
t Ht(MTSO(d, r))
d− r + 1 wd−r+1
d− r + 2 wd−r+2 Sq
1(wd−r+1) = (d− r)wd−r+2
d− r + 3 wd−r+3 Sq
2(wd−r+1) =
(
d−r
2
)
wd−r+3
w2wd−r+1 Sq
1(wd−r+2) = (d− r + 1)wd−r+2
d− r + 4 w3wd−r+1 Sq
1,2(wd−r+1) = (d− r)
(
d−r
2
)
wd−r+4
w2wd−r+2 Sq
2,1(wd−r+1) = (d− r + 1)
(
d−r+1
2
)
wd−r+4
wd−r+4 Sq
2(wd−r+2) =
(
d−r+1
2
)
wd−r+4
Sq1(wd−r+3) = (d− r)wd−r+4
Sq1(w2wd−r+1) = w3wd−r+1 + (d− r)w2wd−r+2
The formulas depend on d and r, so there is a number of special cases to consider.
To compute Exts,tA2(H
∗(MTSO(d, r)),Z/2), we must construct a free resolution of
A2-modules
H∗(MTSO(d, r))←− F0 ←− F1 ←− F2 · · ·
Figure 1 shows how to construct such a resolution in the special case d ≡ 3 mod 4 and
r = 4. First a basis for Hd−3(MTSO(d, 4)) is chosen. Then all squares have been
computed and, if necessary, a minimal number of classes in Hd−2(MTSO(d, 4)) have
been added to get a basis for Hd−2(MTSO(d, 4)). Again all squares are computed
and classes have been added to get a basis for Hd−1(MTSO(d, 4)) and so on. These
added basis elements form a generating set for H∗(MTSO(d, 4)) as an A2-module.
Let F0 be the free module with a copy of A2 for each of these generators and
F0 → H
∗(MTSO(d, 4)) the obvious surjection. Now the process is repeated with
H∗(MTSO(d, 4)) replaced by Ker(F0 → H
∗(MTSO(d, 4))) and F0 replaced by F1.
Since the chosen resolution is minimal in the sense of [9], Lemma 2.8,
Exts,tA2(H
∗(MTSO(d, 4)),Z/2) = Homt(Fs,Z/2).
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t Ht(MTSO(d, r)) F0 F1 F2
d− 3 wd−3 x1
d− 2 Sq1(wd−3) = wd−2 Sq
1(x1)
d− 1 Sq2(wd−3) = wd−1 Sq
2(x1)
w2wd−3 x2
d Sq1,2(wd−3) = wd Sq
1,2(x1)
Sq2,1(wd−3) = 0 Sq
2,1(x1) α1
Sq1(w2wd−3) = w3wd−3 + w2wd−2 Sq
1(x2)
w3wd−3 x3
d+ 1 Sq4(wd−3) = w3wd−2 + w2wd−1 Sq
4(x1)
Sq1,2,1(wd−3) = 0 Sq
1,2,1(x1) Sq
1(α1)
Sq2(w2wd−3) = w
2
2wd−3 + w3wd−2 Sq
2(x2)
+w2wd−1
Sq1(w3wd−3) = w3wd−2 Sq
1(x3)
w4wd−3 x4
d+ 2 Sq2(α1) β1
d+ 3 Sq1(β1)
Figure 1: Resolution of H∗(MTSO(d, 4)) for d ≡ 3 mod 4.
In Figure 1, the grading of the modules is shown vertically and an element in Fs
is displayed next to its image in Fs−1. When s ≥ 3, Fs is zero in dimensions less than
or equal to d+ s. The E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence is shown in Figure
5. Each dot represents a Z/2 summand. A vertical line represents multiplication
by h0, while a sloped line indicates multiplication by h1, see Section 3.1. This
multiplication can be read off from the resolution.
The resolutions in the remaining special cases have been omitted here since they
would take up too much space. We shall give only the E2-terms and explain how
the differentials are determined and the extension problems are solved.
To do so, we need a couple of helpful facts. The free part of pi∗(MTSO(d, r)) is
known, since
H∗(X;Q) ∼= pis∗(X)⊗Q (21)
for all spaces X, see e.g. [9], Chapter 1. The homotopy groups piq(Vd,r) have been
computed in [16].
Recall that piq(MTSO(d, 1)) ∼= pi
s
q(S
d)⊕ pisq(Σ
dBSO(d)).
Theorem 3.14. piq(MTSO(d, 1)) is given by the following table for q ≤ 2d:
q d d+ 1 d+ 2 d+ 3 d+ 4 d+ 5
pisq(S
d) Z Z/2 Z/2 Z/24 0 0
pisq(Σ
dBSO(d)) 0 0 Z/2 0 Z⊕ Z/2 Z/2
Proof. The first line is well-known. Since MTSO(d, 1) ∼= S∞+d ∨ Σ∞+dBSO(d),
the Adams spectral sequence splits as the sum of the sequence for S∞+d and the
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Figure 2: The Adams spectral sequence for BSO(d) and Cθ.
sequence for Σ∞+dBSO(d). The E2-term of the BSO(d) part is shown in Figure 2.
It follows from the formula dk(h0x) = h0dk(x) that there can be no differentials in
this part of the sequence. This yields the second line.
Corollary 3.15. The map
θ2 : pid+1(Vd,2)→ pid+2(MTSO(d, 2))
is injective for d ≥ 5.
Proof. Consider the diagram from Proposition 2.16
pid+3(MT (d, 1)) pid+2(MT (d− 1, 1)) pid+2(MT (d, 2)) pid+2(MT (d, 1))
pid+2(Vd,1)
θ1
pid+1(Vd−1,1)
θ1
pid+1(Vd,2)
θ2
pid+1(Vd,1).
θ1
The first two vertical maps are isomorphisms by Theorem 3.14 and the fourth is
injective by Theorem 2.19, so the third is injective by the 5-lemma.
Lemma 3.16. For r > 1 and q ≤ 2(d − r) − 1 and Cθ the cofiber of (15), the
homotopy groups piq(Cθ) are given by:
q q ≤ d− r + 2 d− r + 3 d− r + 4
piq(Cθ) 0 Z/2 Z/2
Proof. The cohomology structure with Z/p coefficients is given in Corollary 3.7 for
p = 2, and otherwise it is the kernel of the map in Theorem 3.9. Only in the p = 2
case, anything interesting happens in dimensions q ≤ d− r+4. The relevant part of
the spectral sequence is shown in Figure 2. Obviously, there can be no differentials,
and the claims follow.
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Corollary 3.17. For d− r ≥ 2,
θr : pid−r+2(Vd,r)→ pid−r+3(MTSO(d, r))
is injective with cokernel Z/2. In particular, it is not an isomorphism.
This is contrary to the map θ˜tr defined by Atiyah and Dupont, which was an
isomorphism in this dimension.
Proof. It follows from the long exact sequence
· · · → pisq(ΣVd,r)
fθ∗−−→ piq(MT (d, r))→ piq(Cθ)→ pi
s
q−1(ΣVd,r)→ · · · (22)
combined with Lemma 3.16 and Corollary 2.23 that the cokernel is Z/2.
Theorem 3.18. For q < 2(d− 1), piq(MTSO(d, 2)) is given by the table:
q d− 1 d d+ 1 d+ 2
d even Z Z⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/48⊕ Z/2
d odd Z/2 Z/2 Z/4⊕ Z/2 Z/4⊕ Z/2
Proof. Again we consider the Adams spectral sequence for the 2-primary part. The
E2-term is shown in Figure 3. We immediately see that the (d − 1)th and the dth
column must survive to E∞ in both cases. In the even case, this is true by (21) and
Theorem 3.8.
For d even, consider the exact sequence for the pair (Σ∞ΣVd,2,MTSO(d, 2)).
The homotopy groups of Vd,2 are known from [16], and the homotopy groups of the
cofiber are calculated in Lemma 3.16. Inserting this in (22) yields:
· · · Z/24⊕ Z/2 → pid+2(MTSO(d, 2)) → Z/2
→ Z/2⊕ Z/2 → pid+1(MTSO(d, 2)) → Z/2
It follows from Theorem 2.19 that the last map is surjective. By Corollary 3.15, the
first map is injective and by Corollary 2.23, the third map is zero. Thus the third
and fourth column in the spectral sequence survive to E∞, otherwise the groups
would be too small for the exact sequence. The odd case is similar.
Most of the necessary information about extensions is given by the vertical lines.
In the even case, there may still be an extension problem in dimension d+ 1. Note,
however, that under the map induced byMTSO(d−1, 1)→MTSO(d, 2) on spectral
sequences, the generator of Ed+1,0∞ is hit by something representing a map of order
two. But the map is induced by a filtration preserving map of homotopy groups.
Thus, the generator cannot represent a map of order greater than two.
When d is odd and p > 2, H∗(MTSO(d, 2);Z/p) = 0 in the relevant dimensions,
so there is no p-torsion.
When d is even, Theorem 3.8 yields
H∗(MTSO(d, 2);Z/p) ∼= H∗(BSO(d);Z/p) · φ(δ(ed−2))⊕H
∗(BSO(d);Z/p) · φ(ed)
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in low dimensions. Since φ(δ(ed−2)) maps to zero under the map
Hd−1(MTSO(d, 2);Z/p) → Hd−1(MTSO(d);Z/p),
so must all Steenrod powers of φ(δ(ed−2)). That is, they all lie in the kernel, which
is
H∗(BSO(d);Z/p) · φ(δ(ed−2)).
On the other hand, the map
H∗(MTSO(d, 2);Z/p) → H∗(MTSO(d− 1, 1);Z/p)
is injective on H∗(BSO(d);Z/p)·pi(δ(ed−2)). Since φ(δ(ed−2)) maps to the generator
of theHd−1(Sd−1;Z/p) summand and all Steenrod powers of this are zero, all powers
of φ(δ(ed−2)) must be zero in H
∗(MTSO(d, 2),Z/p) as well. Using this, the Adams
spectral sequence immediately shows that the only p-torsion is a Z/3 summand in
dimension d+ 2.
Theorem 3.19. For q < 2(d− 2), piq(MTSO(d, 3)) is given by the following table:
q d− 2 d− 1 d d+ 1
d ≡ 0 mod 4 Z/2 Z/2 Z⊕ Z/4⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2
d ≡ 1 mod 4 Z Z/4 Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/24⊕ Z/2
d ≡ 2 mod 4 Z/2 0 Z⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2
d ≡ 3 mod 4 Z Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/48⊕ Z/4
Proof. The spectral sequence for the 2-primary part is shown in Figure 4.
For d ≡ 1, 2 mod 4, we immediately see that the first three columns survive to
E∞. For d ≡ 1 mod 4, we fill in the already computed groups in the exact sequence
for the pair (MTSO(d− 1, 2),MTSO(d, 3)). This yields
Z/2⊕ Z/2→ Z/16⊕ Z/2→ pid+1(MTSO(d, 3)) → Z/2,
so pid+1(MTSO(d, 3)) must contain elements of order at least 8. Thus there can
be no differentials hitting h20y where y ∈ E
d+1,0
2 is the generator. The other dot in
Ed+1,22 is h1x for some non-zero x ∈ E
d,1
2 . But under the map
g :MTSO(d, 3)→MTSO(d, 2),
this x is mapped to g∗(x), which is non-zero in the spectral sequence forMTSO(d, 2),
and h1g∗(x) survives to E∞. From the resolutions we see that g∗(h1x) = h1g∗(x).
Therefore, since g∗d2 = d2g∗, h1x is not hit by any differential. Also, g∗(h
2
0y) = 0.
We deduce that d2 : E
d+2,0
2 → E
d+1,2
2 is zero.
For d ≡ 2 mod 4, the only unknown differential is d2 : E
d+2,0
2 → E
d+1,2
2 .
However, we may apply naturality of the Adams spectral sequence to the map
g : MTSO(d − 2, 1) → MTSO(d, 3). There is a y ∈ E
′d+2,0
2 in the spectral se-
quence E′ for MTSO(d − 2, 1) that maps to the non-zero element x ∈ Ed+2,02 . We
know d2(y) = 0 from the r = 1 case, so
d2(x) = d2(g∗(y)) = g∗(d2(y)) = 0.
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Figure 3: The Adams spectral sequence, r = 2
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Figure 4: The Adams spectral sequence, r = 3.
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In the case d ≡ 0 mod 4, there is a possible differential d2 : E
d+1,0
2 → E
d,2
2 .
However, we have a map MTSO(d − 1, 2) → MTSO(d, 3). By comparing the
spectral sequences, we see that this differential must be zero. The differential d2 :
Ed+2,02 → E
d+1,2
2 must be zero by a comparison with the spectral sequence for
MTSO(d− 2, 1).
In the case d ≡ 3 mod 4, we see that the differential d2 : E
d+1,0
2 → E
d,2
2 must be
zero by comparing with the spectral sequence for MTSO(d − 1, 2). The extension
problem in dimension d is solved exactly as in the r = 2 case.
The p-primary part for p > 2 is determined precisely as in the r = 2 case.
Finally there are extension problems in the even cases in dimension d+1. Insert
the computed groups in the exact sequence for the cofibration
MTSO(d− 2, 1)→MTSO(d, 3)→MTSO(d, 2).
For d ≡ 0 mod 4, this yields:
· · · Z/24 → pid+1(MTSO(d, 3)) → Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2
→ Z/2⊕ Z/2 → Z⊕ Z/4⊕ Z/2 → Z⊕ Z/2
The third map must be zero, so pid+1(MTSO(d, 3)) → Z/2⊕Z/2⊕Z/2 is surjective,
and thus an isomorphism. The case d ≡ 2 mod 4 is similar.
The only remaining problem is when d ≡ 3 mod 4 and q = d + 1. In this case,
the result will follow from the cases r = 4, 5 in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.20. For q < 2(d− 3), piq(MTSO(d, 4)) is given by:
q d− 3 d− 2 d− 1 d
d ≡ 0 mod 4 Z Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z⊕ Z/48⊕ Z/4
d ≡ 1 mod 4 Z/2 Z/2 Z/8⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2
d ≡ 2 mod 4 Z Z/4 Z/2 Z⊕ Z/24
d ≡ 3 mod 4 Z/2 0 Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2
For d even and q < 2(d− 4), piq(MTSO(d, 5)) is given by:
q d− 4 d− 3 d− 2 d− 1 d
d ≡ 0 mod 4 Z/2 0 Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z⊕ Z/8⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2
d ≡ 2 mod 4 Z/2 Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/8 Z/2 Z⊕ Z/2
Proof. The calculation of the p-primary part for p > 2 is again similar to the case
r = 2. The spectral sequences for p = 2 are shown in Figure 5 and 6. For r = 4, the
first two columns in all four diagrams must survive to E∞.
For d ≡ 1 mod 4, the only differential is d2 : E
d,0
2 → E
d−1,2
2 , but this is zero by
a comparison with the spectral sequence for MTSO(d− 1, 3).
When d ≡ 3 mod 4, there is a differential d2 : E
d+1,0
2 → E
d,2
2 . Comparing with
the spectral sequence forMTSO(d−3, 1) shows that it must be zero. The extension
problem in dimension d is solved using the case MTSO(d− 1, 3).
When d ≡ 2 mod 4, there may be a non-zero d2 : E
d+1,0
2 → E
d,2
2 . But one of the
generators of Ed+1,02 is in the image of the spectral sequence for MTSO(d − 3, 1),
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Figure 5: The Adams spectral sequence, r = 4.
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while the other generator is in the image of the spectral sequence forMTSO(d−1, 3)
so by earlier computations this must be zero.
Finally, for d ≡ 0 mod 4, the differential d2 : E
d,0
2 → E
d−1,2
2 must be zero. One of
the generators of Ed,02 is in the image of the spectral sequence for MTSO(d− 1, 3),
and the other one is in the image of the spectral sequence for Σ∞ΣVd,4 under the
map induced by fθ. Using our knowledge of the homotopy groups of Vd,4 and thus
the spectral sequence, the differentials must be zero. The extension problem in
dimension d− 1 is solved as in the case r = 2.
The dth column is a bit more complicated. One of the generators in Ed+1,12 is
in the image of the spectral sequence for MTSO(d − 3, 1). The other one is h1x
for some x ∈ Ed,02 . Thus d2(h1x) = h1d2(x) + d2(h1)x = 0. In E
d+1,0
2 , one of the
generators is in the image of the spectral sequence for MTSO(d − 3, 1), while the
other one is in the image of the spectral sequence forMTSO(d, 5). Thus it is enough
that the corresponding differential is zero for MTSO(d, 5).
The results for MTSO(d, 5) for d even again follow by comparing the spectral
sequences with those for lower r. The only problem is when d ≡ 0 mod 4. By
Corollary 2.23,
θ5 : pid−1(Vd,5)→ pid(MTSO(d, 5))
is injective when d is divisible by 8. Since pid−1(Vd,5) ∼= Z ⊕ Z/8, pid(MTSO(d, 5))
must contain torsion of order eight. Thus dk : E
d+1,0
k → E
d,k
k must be zero. This
implies that the remaining differential for MTSO(d, 4) must be zero when 8 | d. By
Corollary 3.13, this holds for all d ≡ 0 mod 4.
The next theorem shows that θ5 is also injective when d ≡ 4 mod 8, proving the
claim also for pid(MTSO(d, 5)) when 8 ∤ d by a similar argument.
The above computation allows us to improve Theorem 2.19 further.
Theorem 3.21. For 2r ≤ d+ 1
θr : pid−1(Vd,r)→ pid(MTSO(d, r))
is injective for d even and r ≤ 6. For d odd and r = 4, it is not injective.
Proof. For d ≡ 2 mod 4, the exact sequence for the pair (MTSO(d, 4),Σ∞ΣVd,4) in
dimension d becomes
→ Z⊕ Z/12
θ4
−→ Z⊕ Z/24→ Z/2→ 0.
Since this is exact, θ4 must be injective.
For d ≡ 0 mod 4, the exact sequence for the pair (MTSO(d, 4),Σ∞ΣVd,4) in
dimension d becomes
→ Z⊕ Z/24⊕ Z/4
θ4
−→ Z⊕ Z/48⊕ Z/4→ Z/2→ 0.
Again this is exact, so θ4 must be injective.
For r = 5, 6, the claim follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.19 by a diagram
similar to (13).
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For d odd, the long exact sequence for the pair (MTSO(d, 4),Σ∞ΣVd,4) in di-
mension d yields
→ Z/2⊕ Z/2
θ4
−→ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ Z/2→
where the last map is surjective. We see that θ4 cannot be injective.
Remark 3.22. Consider the case r = 4 and d ≡ 3 mod 8. Then Sd is Reinhart
cobordant to ∅, so by Proposition 2.12
β4(Sd) = θ4(Ind(s)) = 0,
even though Sd does not allow four independent vector fields according to Theo-
rem 3.10. Hence θ4 loses essential information in this case.
3.5 The unoriented case
By similar calculations of the Steenrod action onH∗(MTO(d, r);Z/2), we obtain the
E2-terms of Adams spectral sequences shown in Figure 7 and 8. This immediately
yields the first three homotopy groups. For the fourth, the only problem is to
determine the differential d2 : E
0,d−r+4
2 → E
2,d−r+5
2 . We have not found a way to
do this.
Remark 3.23. Note how the E2-terms seem to depend only on d mod 2 even
though the computations depend on d mod 4. Similarly, the spectral sequences for
pid(MTSO(d, 5)) only depended on dmod 4 even though the computations depended
on d mod 8. We do no know whether this is part of a general phenomenon. The
periodicity map only explains the 4- and 8-periodicity, respectively.
3.6 The spin case
The cohomology of BSpin(d) is more complicated. The map BSpin(d)→ BSO(d)
induces a map
H∗(BSO(d);Z/2)→ H∗(BSpin(d);Z/2).
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Figure 8: The Adams spectral sequence, the unoriented case.
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Let Jd denote the ideal in H
∗(BSO(d);Z/2) generated by
w2, Sq
1(w2), Sq
2Sq1(w2), . . . , Sq
1
2
adSq
1
4
ad · · ·Sq1(w2). (23)
Here ad is the power of 2 given in the table (16). Quillen showed in [17]:
Theorem 3.24. The kernel of H∗(BSO(d);Z/2) → H∗(BSpin(d);Z/2) is exactly
Jd and
H∗(BSpin(d);Z/2) ∼= H∗(BSO(d);Z/2)/Jd ⊕ Z/2[vad ].
Here vad is a class in dimension ad.
Theorem 3.25. Hq(BSpin(d), BSpin(d− r);Z/2) is isomorphic to the kernel of
Hq(BSpin(d);Z/2)→ Hq(BSpin(d− r);Z/2)
for q < ad−r, and the map
p∗ : Hq(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);Z/2)→ Hq(BSpin(d), BSpin(d− r);Z/2)
is surjective with kernel Jd ∩H
q(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);Z/2).
Proof. In the following, coefficients in Z/2 are understood. There is a map of long
exact sequences
H∗(BSO(d), BSO(d− r))
p∗
j∗
H∗(BSO(d))
i∗
H∗(BSO(d− r))
p′∗
H∗(BSpin(d), BSpin(d− r))
j′∗
H∗(BSpin(d))
i′∗
H∗(BSpin(d− r)).
Since both i∗ and p′∗ are surjective in dimensions less than ad−r, we see that
i′∗ is also surjective, so Hq(BSpin(d), BSpin(d − r)) is just the kernel of i′∗ when
q ≤ ad−r.
Thus we just need to describe
Ker(Z/2[w2, . . . , wd]/Jd → Z/2[w2, . . . , wd]/J
′
d−r) (24)
where J ′d−r is the ideal generated by Jd−r and wd−r+1, . . . , wd. We must show that
this is
Ker(Z/2[w2, . . . , wd]→ Z/2[w2, . . . , wd−r])/J (25)
where J = Jd ∩Ker(Z/2[w2, . . . , wd]→ Z/2[w2, . . . , wd−r]).
Clearly, there is an injective map from (25) to (24). Now, let P be some
polynomial in the Stiefel–Whitney classes representing an element in (24). Then
P ∈ J ′d−r. Let g1, . . . , gm denote the generators of Jd in dimensions up to ad−r
given by (23) and g′1, . . . , g
′
m the generators of Jd−r given by (23). Under the
map H∗(BSO(d)) → H∗(BSO(d − r)), gi maps to g
′
i by naturality of the Steen-
rod squares. Thus, gi and g
′
i differ only by an element of the ideal generated by
wd−r+1, . . . , wd. This means that {g1, . . . , gm, wd−r+1, . . . , wd} is also a set of gene-
rators for J ′d−r. So for suitable polynomials λ1, . . . , λm and µ1, . . . , µr,
P = λ1g1 + · · · + λmgm + µ1wd−r+1 + · · ·+ µrwd.
But λ1g1+· · ·+λmgm ∈ Jd so P represents the same element as µ1wd−r+1+· · ·+µrwd
in Z/2[w2, . . . , wd]/Jd. This lies in (25), so the map is also surjective.
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Corollary 3.26. Assume 2r < d and 9 ≤ d − r. In dimensions ∗ < 2(d − r),
H∗(MTSpin(d, r);Z/2) is isomorphic to the free H∗(BSpin;Z/2)-module on gene-
rators
p∗(wd−r+1), . . . , p
∗(wd)
where p∗ is as in Theorem 3.25.
Proof. By Theorem 3.25, it is enough to show that
Jd ∩H
q(BSO(d), BSO(d − r);Z/2) ⊆ Jd ·H
∗(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);Z/2)
for all q ≤ 2(d− r). Let gk denote the generator of Jd of degree 2
k +1 given in (23).
Suppose
λ0g0 + · · ·+ λmgm ∈ Jd ∩H
q(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);Z/2)
where m is unique with the property d − r < 2m + 1 < 2(d − r). Then the image
in Hq(BSO(d − r);Z/2) must be zero. But this is also
∑
k λ
′
kg
′
k ∈ Jd−r where
the g′k are the generators of Jd−r and λ
′
k is the image of λk. The g
′
k form a regular
sequence in the sense of [17]. Hence we deduce that λ′m belongs to the ideal generated
by g′0, . . . , g
′
m−1. Since deg(λm) < d − r, also λm lies in the ideal generated by
g0, . . . , gm−1. Rearranging the terms, we may assume λm = 0. But none of the
gk with k < m contains terms involving wd−r+1, . . . , wd for degree reasons. Thus
we can choose all λ0, . . . , λm−1 in H
∗(BSO(d), BSO(d − r);Z/2). This proves the
claim.
Theorem 3.27. Let F be either Q or Z/p for p an odd prime. Then
H∗(MTSO(d, r);F )→ H∗(MTSpin(d, r);F )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the fibration
BZ/2→ BSpin(d)→ BSO(d).
Since H˜∗(BZ/2, F ) = 0, it follows from the Serre spectral sequence that
H∗(BSO(d);F )→ H∗(BSpin(d);F )
is an isomorphism. By the 5-lemma,
H∗(BSO(d), BSO(d− r);F )→ H∗(BSpin(d), BSpin(d− r);F )
is an isomorphism. A Thom isomorphism yields the result.
Corollary 3.28. The periodicity map ΣarMTSpin(d, r)→MTSpin(d+ ar, r) is a
(2(d− r) + ar − 1)-equivalence for 2r < d and 9 ≤ d− r.
Proof. It is enough to see that
Hq+ar(MTSpin(d+ ar, r);Z/2)→ H
q(MTSpin(d, r);Z/2)
is an isomorphism for q < 2(d − r). This follows because the periodicity map for
MTSO(d, r) maps Jd+ar ·H
∗(MTSO(d+ ar, r);Z/2) to Jd ·H
∗(MTSO(d, r);Z/2).
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We also need some information about the A3-action on H
∗(MTSO(d);Z/3). Let
P1 denote the first Steenrod power. It is shown in [5] that
P1(cj−2) = c
2
1cj−1 − 2c2cj−2 − c1cj−1 + jcj
where ci ∈ H
2i(BU(d);Z/3) is the ith Chern class. Since pj = g
∗((−1)jc2j) under
the map g : BSO(d)→ BU(d), we get
P1(pj−1) = 2p1pj−1 − 2jpj . (26)
See [15] for the relation between Chern and Pontryagin classes.
The above considerations in cohomology allow us to calculate the homotopy
groups piq(MTSpin(d, r)). We will only consider dimensions q ≤ d−r+9 and assume
q < ad−r. Then the cohomology with Z/2 coefficients is just H
q(MTSO(d, r);Z/2)
with the relations
w2 = w3 = w5 = w9 = 0
w17 + w4w13 + w6w11 + w7w10 = 0
(27)
as the only relevant ones.
In the following table, a basis of Hq(MTSpin(d, r);Z/2) is shown for low values
of q. Of course, when d− r + k > d, then wd−r+k = 0 is understood. To avoid the
relations (27), we will assume d− r + 1 > 9, and when we deal with cohomology in
dimensions q > d− r + 7, we also assume q − 7 > 10.
q Hq(Vd,r) H
q(Cθ)
d− r + 1 wd−r+1
d− r + 2 wd−r+2
d− r + 3 wd−r+3
d− r + 4 wd−r+4
d− r + 5 wd−r+5 w4wd−r+1
d− r + 6 wd−r+6 w4wd−r+2
d− r + 7 wd−r+7 w4wd−r+3 w6wd−r+1
d− r + 8 wd−r+8 w4wd−r+4 w6wd−r+2 w7wd−r+1
d− r + 9 wd−r+9 w4wd−r+5 w6wd−r+3 w7wd−r+2 w8wd−r+1 w
2
4wd−r+1
Projection onto the first column yields H∗(Vd,r;Z/2), while the second column is
the cohomology of the cofiber Cθ of the inclusion Σ
∞ΣVd,r → MTSpin(d, r). This
follows because we know the composite map
H∗(MTSO(d, r);Z/2)→ H∗(MTSpin(d, r);Z/2)→ H∗(ΣVd,r;Z/2)
is surjective, so H∗(Cθ;Z/2) is the kernel of the last map.
We may now determine the action of the Steenrod algebra from the action on
H∗(MTSO(d, r);Z/2). In dimensions up to d− r + 8, the Steenrod action respects
the two columns. However, Sq8(wd−r+1) contains mixed terms. Applying the Adams
spectral sequence, we get:
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Theorem 3.29. For q < 2d, d > 9, and q < ad−1, piq(MTSpin(d, 1)) is given by
the table
q d d+1 d+2 d+3 d+4 d+5 d+6 d+7
pisq(S
d) Z Z/2 Z /2 Z /24 0 0 Z/2 Z/240
pisq(Σ
dBSpin(d)) 0 0 0 0 Z 0 0 0
For the last two columns, we must assume q > 17.
Proof. This is exactly similar to the oriented case. To calculate the 3-torsion, note
that
Hd+4(Σd+∞BSpin(d);Z/3) ∼= H4(BSO(d);Z/3) ∼= Z/3,
generated by the first Pontryagin class p1. But
P1(p1) = 2p
2
1 − p2 6= 0
by (26). The Adams spectral sequence then shows that there is no 3-torsion in
pisd+7(Σ
dBSpin(d)).
Theorem 3.30. piq(Cθ) is given by the following table for r > 4, q < 2(d − r)− 1,
and d− r > 10:
q q ≤ d− r + 4 d− r + 5 d− r + 6 d− r + 7 d− r + 8
d− r even 0 Z Z/2 0 Z/2
d− r odd 0 Z/2 0 Z/2 0
Proof. Again this follows from the spectral sequence. For d − r even, there could
be some 3-torsion since there is a φ(δ(ed−rp1)) ∈ H
d−r+5(Cθ;Z/3). But under the
composite map g :MTSpin(d− r + 1, 1)→MTSpin(d, r)→ Cθ,
g∗(P1(δ(ed−rp1))) = P
1(p1) = 2p
2
1 − p2 6= 0
by the r = 1 case. Using this, the Adams spectral sequence shows that there is no
3-torsion.
Corollary 3.31. When d− r > 10 is odd and q < 2(d− r)− 1,
θr : piq−1(Vd,r)→ piq(MTSpin(d, r))
is an isomorphism for q = d−r+6, and it is injective for q = d−r+7. In particular,
θ7 : pid−1(Vd,7)→ pid(MTSpin(d, 7))
is injective for d even.
According to Theorem 2.19, piq−1(Vd,r) → piq(MTSpin(d, r)) is an isomorphism
for q ≤ d − r + 4, so we know the homotopy groups in these dimensions. Here are
some more:
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Theorem 3.32. piq(MTSpin(d, r)) is given by
r d q piq(MTSpin(d, r))
5, 6 0 mod 4 d Z⊕ Z/8⊕ Z/2
5 1 mod 4 d Z⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2
5, 6 2 mod 4 d Z⊕ Z/2
5 3 mod 4 d Z⊕ Z/2
6 1 mod 4 d Z/2⊕ Z/2
6 3 mod 4 d Z/2
for q < 2(d− r)− 1, 9 ≤ d− r, and q < ad−r.
4 Vector field cobordism groups
The spectra MT (d) introduced in Section 2.1 were linked to cobordism theory in
the paper [8]. In [4], the groups pid+r(MTSO(d)) were identified as the vector field
cobordism groups. A vector field cobordism between two manifolds M and N with
r independent sections given in TM ⊕ R and TN ⊕ R, respectively, is a cobordism
with r independent tangent vector fields extending the ones given on the boundary,
the R direction corresponding to the inward normal at M and the outward normal
at N . For r < d2 , this is an equivalence relation and pid+r(MTSO(d)) is the set of
equivalence classes.
In this interpretation,
pid+r(MTSO(d))→ pid+r(MTSO(d+ r + 1)) ∼= Ωd+r (28)
is just the map that forgets the vector fields. Here Ωd+r is the usual oriented
cobordism group.
The purpose of Section 4.1 is to apply the computations of Section 3 to deter-
mine the groups pid+r(MTSO(d)). Since Ωd+r is well-known, we want to describe
pid+r(MTSO(d)) in terms of the map (28). The image of (28) is the set of cobor-
dism classes containing a manifold with r independent tangent vector fields, while
the kernel is the subgroup of classes containing bounding manifolds, see [4]. For the
remainder of this chapter, we shall abbreviate MTSO to MT .
The idea is to look at the long exact sequence for the cofibration
MT (d)→MT (d+ r)→MT (d+ r, r)
in order to determine pid+r−1(MT (d)):
· · · → pid+r(MT (d+ r))
βr
−→ pid+r(MT (d+ r, r))
→ pid+r−1(MT (d)) → Ωd+r−1 → pid+r−1(MT (d+ r, r))
· · · · · · · · ·
→ pid+1(MT (d)) → Ωd+1 → pid+1(MT (d+ r, r))
→ pid(MT (d)) → Ωd → 0
(29)
Here βr is the map β(M) 7→ βr(M) that was also denoted by jr∗ in (11).
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The maps to the right of pid+r−1(MT (d)) are easily described by induction on
r and the computations of Section 3. Thus the main problem is to determine the
image of βr. For this, recall that we have the map
pid+r(MT (d+ r))
βr
−→ pid+r(MT (d+ r, r))
Ψ
−→ KRt−d(tHr). (30)
It follows from Theorem 2.22 and [2] that Ψ is an isomorphism for r = 1, 2 and a
surjection for r = 3. Every element in pid+r(MT (d + r)) is β(M) for some compact
oriented (d+ r)-manifold M , and Ψ ◦ βr is the Atiyah–Dupont invariant of this M .
From these computations, we shall obtain a description of the global invariant
β4(M) in Section 4.2.
4.1 The computations
For r = 1, consider the map MT (d) → MT (d + 1). There is a diagram with exact
rows
pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid(MT (d))
β1
pid(MT (d+ 1)) 0
pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid(MT (d, 1)) pid(MT (d + 1, 2)) 0.
(31)
Here β1(M) = χ(M) by Theorem 2.17. From this, pid(MT (d)) can be computed.
This is done in e.g. [8] or [7]. We include the statements and proofs here for com-
pleteness and later reference.
Proposition 4.1. Let d be even. There is a split short exact sequence
0→ Z→ pid(MT (d))→ Ωd → 0. (32)
A splitting pid(MT (d)) → Z is given by
1
2χ when d ≡ 2 mod 4 and
1
2(σ + χ) when
d ≡ 0 mod 4. Here σ is the signature.
Proof. If we fill in the known groups, (31) becomes
Z
∼=
pid(MT (d))
χ
Ωd 0
Z
·2
Z Z/2 0.
For d ≡ 2 mod 4, all manifolds have even Euler characteristic, so by the diagram,
1
2χ defines a splitting of the upper row in the diagram.
For d ≡ 0 mod 4, χ is surjective. For instance, χ(Sd) = 2 and χ(CP 2n) = n+ 1.
Now,
σ : pid(MT (d))→ Ωd → Z
χ : pid(MT (d))→ pid(MT (d, 1)) ∼= Z
are both well-defined homomorphisms and they always have the same parity. There-
fore, 12(σ+ χ) : pid(MT (d))→ Z is well-defined. This clearly defines a splitting.
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Proposition 4.2. For d ≡ 3 mod 4, pid(MT (d)) ∼= Ωd. When d ≡ 1 mod 4, there is
a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2→ pid(MT (d))→ Ωd → 0 (33)
which is split by the real semi-characteristic χR, defined in (1).
Proof. The long exact sequence for the pair (MT (d),MT (d + 1)) is
pid+1(MT (d+ 1))
χ
−→ pid+1(MT (d + 1, 1)) → pid(MT (d))→ Ωd → 0.
Here χ is surjective when d+1 ≡ 0 mod 4 and has image 2Z when d+1 ≡ 2 mod 4.
This yields the isomorphism and the short exact sequence. To see that the sequence
splits, consider the diagram
pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid(MT (d)) pid(MT (d+ 1)) 0
pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid(MT (d, 2)) pid(MT (d+ 1, 3)) 0.
With the known groups inserted, this becomes
Z
∼=
pid(MT (d))
β2
Ωd 0
Z Z/2 0 0.
Thus β2 defines a splitting. By (30) and [2], β2(M) = χR(M).
We now proceed to the higher homotopy groups pid+r(MT (d)).
Theorem 4.3. For d ≡ 0 mod 4, there is a split short exact sequence
0→ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → 0.
One of the Z/2 summands is χR, while the other one is the generator of the Z in (32)
composed with a Hopf map.
Proof. By Theorem 3.18, the sequence (29) is as follows:
· · · → pid+2(MT (d+ 2))
β2
−→ Z⊕ Z/2
→ pid+1(MT (d)) → Ωd+1 → Z
→ pid(MT (d)) → Ωd → 0
This only requires d ≥ 4. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that
pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1
is surjective.
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By (30) and [2], β2(Md+2) = (χ(M), 0). Since d + 2 ≡ 2 mod 4, the Euler
characteristic is even, so the cokernel of β2 is Z/2⊕ Z/2, i.e. we get the short exact
sequence
0→ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → 0.
This together with Proposition 4.2 means that the long exact sequence
· · · → pid+2(MT (d+ 1, 1)) → pid+1(MT (d))→ pid+1(MT (d+ 1))→ · · ·
becomes a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 ⊕ Z/2→ 0. (34)
Together with the fact that pid+2(MT (d + 1, 1)) ∼= Z/2 is generated by the compo-
sition of the generator in pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) ∼= Z with a Hopf map, this yields the
interpretation of the Z/2⊕ Z/2.
To see that (34) splits, consider the diagram with exact rows
pid+2(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid+1(MT (d)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1))
pid+2(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid+1(MT (d, 2)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 3)) .
Inserting the known groups, we get
Z/2
∼=
pid+1(MT (d)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1))
Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2 Z/2⊕ Z/2 .
The calculation of these homotopy groups only requires d ≥ 4. It follows from the
diagram that the upper sequence must split.
For d = 0, the theorem follows by direct computations.
Theorem 4.4. For d ≡ 1 mod 4, there is a split short exact sequence
0→ Z/2→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → 0.
The Z/2 summand is the Z/2 from (33) composed with a Hopf map.
Proof. In this case, the sequence (29) becomes:
· · · → pid+2(MT (d+ 2))
β2
−→ Z/2
→ pid+1(MT (d)) → Ωd+1 → Z/2
→ pid(MT (d)) → Ωd → 0
All manifolds of dimension d + 2 ≡ 3 mod 4 have two independent vector fields, so
β2(M) = 0 for all M . Together with (33), this yields a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → 0
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for all d > 0. Since pid+2(MT (d+2, 2)) ∼= η ·pid+1(MT (d+2, 2)) where η is the Hopf
map, the interpretation of the Z/2 immediately follows.
To solve the extension problem, consider the diagram
pid+2(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid+1(MT (d)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1))
∼=
pid+2(MT (d+ 1, 1)) pid+1(MT (d, 3)) pid+1(MT (d, 4)) .
For d > 6, the groups are
Z/2
∼=
pid+1(MT (d)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1)) Z
Z/2 Z/24⊕ Z/2 Z⊕ Z/24 Z.
The first map in the lower row must be the inclusion of a direct summand, and thus
the sequence splits.
For d = 1 and d = 5, Ω2 = Ω6 = 0 so the extension problem is trivial.
Theorem 4.5. For d ≡ 2 mod 4, pid+1(MT (d)) ∼= Ωd+1.
Proof. In this case, the exact sequence is:
. . . → pid+2(MT (d+ 2))
β2
−→ Z⊕ Z/2
→ pid+1(MT (d)) → Ωd+1 → Z
→ pid(MT (d)) → Ωd → 0
By (30) and [2],
β2(M) =
(
χ(M),
1
2
(χ(M) + σ(M))
)
∈ Z⊕ Z/2
when d > 2. This is surjective because(
χ,
1
2
(χ+ σ)
)
: pid+2(MT (d+ 2))→ Z⊕ Z (35)
is surjective by Proposition 4.1 and the fact that σ : Ωd+2 → Z is surjective.
When d = 2, the claim follows by a direct computation.
Theorem 4.6. For d ≡ 3 mod 4, there is a short exact sequence
0→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → Z/2→ 0.
The map Ωd → Z/2 is χ (or equivalently σ) mod 2.
Proof. In this case, the exact sequence becomes:
· · · → pid+2(MT (d+ 2))
β2
−→ Z/2
→ pid+1(MT (d)) → Ωd+1 → Z/2
→ pid(MT (d)) → Ωd → 0
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By (30) and [2], β2(M) = χR(M) so β
2 is surjective. Thus we get a short exact
sequence
0→ pid+1(MT (d))→ Ωd+1 → Z/2→ 0.
The last map is the Euler characteristic mod 2 because the diagram
pid+1(MT (d)) pid+1(MT (d+ 1))
χ
pid+1(MT (d+ 1, 1)) ∼= Z
pid+1(MT (d+ 2)) pid+1(MT (d+ 2, 2)) ∼= Z/2
commutes.
Next we consider the groups pid+2(MT (d)). Again the main problem is to deter-
mine the map β3 in (29).
Theorem 4.7. For d ≡ 0 mod 4 and d ≥ 4, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2 → 0.
Proof. The sequence (29) together with Theorem 4.3 yields
pid+3(MT (d+ 3))
β3
−→ pid+3(MT (d+ 3, 3))→ pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2 → 0.
Since all manifolds of dimension d+3 allow three vector fields, β3 vanishes on all of
pid+3(MT (d+ 3)). Thus the result follows from Theorem 3.19.
Theorem 4.8. For d ≡ 1 mod 4 and d ≥ 5, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2→ pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2 → 0.
Proof. In this case, pid+3(MT (d+ 3), 3) ∼= Z⊕ Z/4⊕ Z/2. The composition
pid+3(MT (d+ 3))
β3
−→ pid+3(MT (d+ 3, 3))
Ψ
−→ KR(P2) ∼= Z⊕ Z/4
is surjective since (35) is surjective. Thus the cokernel of β3 can be at most Z/2.
In the Adams spectral sequence, E0,d+32 (MT (d + 3, 3))
∼= Z/2 ⊕ Z/2. The ge-
nerators are represented by the fact that wd+3 and w2wd+1 are not decomposable
over A2 in H
∗(MT (d+3, 3);Z/2). We want to compare this to the Adams spectral
sequence E∗,∗2 (MT (d+ 3)) for MT (d+ 3).
For d+ 1 ≡ 2 mod 8, there is a relation
w2wd+1 + wd+3 = Sq
4(wd−1) + Sq
1(w2wd),
while for d+ 1 ≡ 6 mod 8,
w2wd+1 = Sq
4(wd−1) + Sq
1(w2wd)
in H∗(MT (d + 3)). Thus the map E0,d+32 (MT (d + 3)) → E
0,d+3
2 (MT (d + 3, 3)) is
not surjective. Since there are no differentials in either of the spectral sequences in
the relevant range, the map on E0,d+3∞ is also not surjective. The element not hit
cannot come from an element of pid+3(MT (d + 3)) of higher filtration, so the map
pid+3(MT (d + 3)) → pid+3(MT (d + 3, 3)) cannot be surjective. Hence the cokernel
of β3 must be Z/2.
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Theorem 4.9. For all d ≡ 2 mod 4, there is a short exact sequence
0→ pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2
σ
−→ Z/4→ 0.
Proof. In this case, pid+3(MT (d + 3, 3)) ∼= Z/2 ⊕ Z/2. The generators come from
the fact that w2wd+1 and wd+2 are indecomposable in H
∗(MT (d + 3, 3);Z/2) and
Sq2(wd+2) = 0. These are also indecomposable in H
∗(MT (d + 3);Z/2) as one can
see by computing
ξ5ξ
d−2
4
4 (w2wd+1) = 1
ξ
d+2
4
4 (wd+2) = 1.
Here ξi is the unique A2-homomorphism ξi : H
i(MT (d+3);Z/2) → Z/2 for i = 4, 5
and the products of these are induced by the direct sum map BSO×BSO → BSO.
This means that we get a surjection on E2-terms of Adams spectral sequences
that both collapse in the relevant range. Hence β3 must be surjective. The existence
of the short exact sequence then follows from previous results.
By the results of [2], a manifold must satisfy σ ≡ 0 mod 4 if it has two indepen-
dent vector fields. Since the image of pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2 is the set of cobordism
classes containing manifolds with two independent vector fields, this lies in the kernel
of σ : Ωd+2 → Z/4. It follows that the last map must be σ.
Theorem 4.10. For d ≡ 3 mod 4 and d ≥ 7, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ pid+2(MT (d))→ Ωd+2 → 0.
Proof. Now pid+3(MT (d+ 3, 3)) ∼= Z⊕ Z/2⊕ Z/2. Note that β
3 factors as
pid+3(MT (d+ 3))
β5
−→ pid+3(MT (d+ 3, 5)) → pid+3(MT (d+ 3, 3)).
By Theorem 3.20, pid+3(MT (d + 3, 5)) ∼= Z/2 ⊕ Z. The Adams spectral sequences
show that the Z/2 summand is in the image of pid+3(MT (d, 2)), so it is mapped to 0
in pid+3(MT (d+3, 3)). From the spectral sequences, one also sees that the generator
of the Z summand is mapped surjectively onto the generator of the Z summand in
pi∗(MT (d+ 3, 3)). This yields the short exact sequence claimed.
Finally we consider the groups pid+3(MT (d)). Using similar techniques, we ob-
tain the following results:
Theorem 4.11. For d ≡ 0 mod 4 and d ≥ 8, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/24→ pid+3(MT (d))→ Ωd+3 → 0.
Proof. A very careful study of the the spectral sequences for the cofibration
MT (d, 1)→MT (d+ 4, 5)→MT (d+ 4, 4)
shows that the image of β4 is a subgroup of pid+4(MT (d + 4, 4)) ∼= Z⊕ Z/48⊕ Z/4
isomorphic to Z⊕ Z/8 with cokernel Z/24.
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Theorem 4.12. For d ≡ 1 mod 4 and d ≥ 5, there is a short exact sequence
0→ pid+3(MT (d))→ Ωd+3
σ
−→ Z/8→ 0.
Proof. Comparing the Adams spectral sequences shows that β4 is surjective and the
image of Ωd+3 → pid+3(MT (d + 4, 4)) ∼= Z/8 ⊕ Z/2 is Z/8. The identification of
the map Ωd+3 −→ Z/8 again follows from [2] where it is shown that a manifold with
three independent vector fields must satisfy σ ≡ 0 mod 8.
For an oriented d-dimensional manifold M and w ∈ Hd(M ;Z/2) a product
of Stiefel–Whitney classes for TM , the Stiefel–Whitney number w[M ] is given by
evaluating w on the fundamental class.
Theorem 4.13. For d ≡ 2 mod 4 and d ≥ 6, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/24→ pid+3(MT (d))→ Ωd+3 → Z/2→ 0.
The last map is the Stiefel–Whitney number w2wd+1[M ].
Proof. The exact sequence
pid+4(MT (d, 1)) → pid+4(MT (d+ 4, 5))→ pid+4(MT (d+ 4, 4))
is
· · · → Z⊕ Z/2→ Z⊕ Z/2→ Z⊕ Z/24→ · · · .
The Adams spectral sequences show that the first two Z/2 and the last two Z
summands map isomorphically to each other, so the Z/24 summand is not hit, thus
it is not hit by β4 either. The Z summand is hit by β4 because it maps onto
2Z ∈ pid+4(MT (d+ 4, 1)) ∼= Z. This yields the short exact sequence.
Theorem 4.14. For d ≡ 3 mod 4 and d ≥ 7, there is a short exact sequence
0→ Z/2⊕ Z/2→ pid+3(MT (d))→ Ωd+3 → 0.
Proof. Look at the exact sequence for the cofibration
MT (d+ 1, 1)→MT (d+ 4, 4)→MT (d+ 4, 3).
Filling in the known groups, we see that pid+4(MT (d+4, 4))→ pid+4(MT (d+4, 3))
is injective, so since β3 : pid+4(MT (d + 4)) → pid+4(MT (d + 4, 3)) is zero, β
4 must
also be zero.
4.2 Identification of the global invariant for r = 4
In the above computations, we found descriptions of the invariants β4(M) which we
summarize in the next theorem. The invariant χ2 is the mod 2 semi-characteristic,
defined by the formula (1) except the cohomology groups should have Z/2 coeffi-
cients.
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Theorem 4.15. The following table displays the image Imβ4 of
β4 : pid(MT (d))→ pid(MT (d, 4))
and the interpretation of β4:
d mod 4 Imβ4 β4
0 Z⊕ Z/8 χ⊕ 12(χ+ σ)
1 Z/2⊕ Z/2 χ2 ⊕ χR
2 Z χ
3 0 0
In particular, β4(M) is the top obstruction to 4, 5 and 6 vector fields when d is even.
Proof. The groups Imβ4 were determined in the proofs above. For d ≡ 0 mod 4,
we still need to identify β4(M). We saw that the image of β4 was Z ⊕ Z/8. On
the other hand, χ⊕ 12(χ+ σ) : pid(MT (d)) → Z⊕ Z/8 vanishes for a manifold that
allows four vector fields because of a theorem due to Mayer and Frank, see also [2],
Corollary 6.6. Hence the kernel of β4 is contained in the kernel of 12 (χ + σ) by
Corollary 2.12. Thus there is a factorization
χ⊕
1
2
(χ+ σ) : pid(MT (d))→ Im(β
4)→ Z⊕ Z/8.
The composition is surjective, so the last map is forced to be an isomorphism.
For d ≡ 1 mod 4, it follows from the Adams spectral sequences that
β4(M) = w2wd−2[M ]⊕ χR(M).
By [13]
w2wd−2[M ] = χ2(M) + χR(M).
For the last statement, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.21 that
θr : pid−1(Vd,r)→ pid(MT (d, 4))
is injective for r = 4, 5, 6 and d even. It maps the index Ind(s) to β4(M) by
construction.
Remark 4.16. For d ≡ 0 mod 4, the Atiyah–Dupont invariant is
χ⊕
1
2
(χ± σ) ∈ Z⊕ Z/4.
Hence our invariant carries strictly more information in this case.
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